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Bergdorf Goodman's  pre-fall magazine centers  on New Orleans . Image credit: Bergdorf Goodman

 
By SARAH JONES

Department store Bergdorf Goodman is transporting consumers to New Orleans, LA to debut its latest collections.

For the pre-fall edition of its  branded magazine, the retailer partnered with the New Orleans Tourism Marketing
Corporation to shoot a cover spread in the Southern city. Launched at the start of summer vacation season, the issue
offers both fashion and travel inspiration.

Bergdorf Goodman was reached for comment.

NOLA bound
Bergdorf Goodman's magazine opens with an inside cover advertisement for Ralph Lauren. This is followed by a
placement promoting New Orleans tourism.

Bergdorf Goodman's pre-fall 2018 magazine. Image credit: Bergdorf Goodman
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Also in the front of the book are Armani/Prive fragrances, Tom Ford Eyewear, Chanel, Cline and Miu Miu.

Continuing the travel theme, Bergdorf Goodman asked stylish individuals where they are headed this summer for an
editorial feature. With destinations as diverse as Martha's Vineyard and the Maldives, personalities including
designer Gabriella Hearst and actress Samantha Barks offered a look at what they are packing for their trips.

Reflecting the New Orleans theme of the issue, the magazine features an interview with Sara Ruffin Costello, a
designer and writer who relocated to New Orleans from New York six years ago.

The cover spread also provides insight into the vibe of New Orleans, as model Dilone is captured at destinations
such as Antoine's restaurant and the French Quarter. Throughout the editorial shoot, the model wears attire from
brands including Valentino and Gucci.

BG Takes NOLA

At the back of the book, other editorials present monochrome dressing and fashion-forward office attire.

Throughout the issue, a number of ads also appear for By Kilian, Creed, de Grisogono and YSL Beauty.

Editorial retail
This is not the first time that Bergdorf Goodman's magazine has been destination driven.

Italian automaker Maserati reached out to New York department store Bergdorf Goodman's consumers through a fall
men's fashion collaboration.

The retailer shot a series of editorial images for its September 2014 magazine in Modena, Italy, where the car brand's
factory and headquarters are located. Making the comparison between automobile and apparel design helped to
reinforce Maserati's  place as an "icon of style" (see story).

For luxury retail, editorial content can play a key role in engaging consumers.

For instance, ecommerce retailer Net-A-Porter's Porter magazine now publishes seven days a week, 365 days a year
via a digital hub.

Porter magazine is taking a new daily approach to fashion and lifestyle editorial coverage, in addition to its print
and digital editions. Net-A-Porter publishes Porter magazine six times per year, and with its digital edition, each
issue is shoppable thanks to scannable product pages that link to ecommerce (see story).
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